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The new climate, energy and resources 
landscape and the current geopolitical 
environment have made energy 
and energy companies key strategic 
elements of any economy.

EGEC’23 was conceived as a meeting 
point for both the Spanish and the 
international energy sectors, the aim 
being to further understand the current 
challenges surrounding energy and the 
climate, the two major aspects of the 
current Energy Transition process, and 
promote and enable the adoption of 
technologies, solutions and tools that 
can help palliate the energy crisis and 
accelerate the transition to a green 
future.



mission EGEC’23 was created to give the entire 
energy sector in the Comunidad 
Valenciana and nationwide a boost, by 
helping improve its ability to compete in 
a global market on the back of a regional 
structure.

EGEC’23 will be a forum for companies 
with interests in the energy sector, where 
they will be able to show their business 
potential and display their capacity to 
innovate and differentiate themselves 
from the competition.

EGEC’23 is launching in the Comunidad 
Valenciana but aspires to go national 
and international. The show will also 
reveal the degree of cooperation, 
innovation and proactivity that exists 
amongst participants, geared to 
the pursuit of excellence in what is a 
strategic sector.



topics Energy Storage

Self-consumption 

Biomass

Energy Communities

Digitalization of Energy

Energy Efficiency

Marine Power

Wind Power

Renewable gasses (H2, Biogas…)

Hydraulic Power

Mobility

Nuclear

Oil / Gas

Solar Photovoltaic, Solar Thermal

Energy recovery

Key actions and energy sources for 
achieving Energy Transition



sectors Public Administration

Associations

Official Associations

Energy Consultancies

Retail

Facilities, Machinery...

Industrial equipment

E.S.E.S

Energy generation

Financing, Investment...

Engineering 

Operation and Maintenance

Agents with leading roles in energy policy 
and planning, engineering, execution and 
maintenance geared to achieving Energy 
Transition.



EGEC’23 
for 

exhibitors

EGEC’23 is a unique exhibition event for 
meeting the leading players in Energy 
Transition, where your equipment, 
products, innovations, solutions, 
technologies etc. will be on display in one 
communal space.

EGEC’23 is positioning itself as a 
showcase for the latest trends in the 
industry, comprising a hugely powerful 
mechanism for exhibitors to enhance 
their visibility and do business, with 
direct contact between companies and 
customers.

EGEC’23 is an effective platform for 
creating commercial contacts, a 
valuable sales accelerator, an advanced 
showcase for your latest innovations, 
a promotional tool that will give your 
corporate image unparalleled visibility 
and an event where you can build 
customer loyalty. 



EGEC’23
congress

EGEC’23 includes a unique congress 
where the leading players in Energy 
Transition can meet, and where the latest 
trends, projects, research, advances and 
developments in the industry can be 
seen.

EGEC’23 is a unique event where 
exhibitors and visitors can explore the 
possibilities for joint ventures, synergies 
and areas of common interest that can 
help with the design and development of 
new projects and solutions.

EGEC’23 aims to be an event where 
academic institutions, companies and 
research organisations can enhance 
their reputations.

EGEC’23 will facilitate building a bigger 
network of contacts and strengthening 
professional relationships.



EGEC’23 
fórum

EGEC’23 is far more than an exhibition 
and congress event. It offers a multitude 
of parallel activities and events for 
professionals that make it a unique 
occasion.

EGEC’23 also offers:

Exclusive B2B networking. 15-minute 
meetings can be arranged between 
exhibitors and congress delegates, 
held in parallel with the main event.

Opportunities to meet international 
buyers. Meetings can be set up for 
you with potential buyers from major 
European companies.

Energy night. The worlds of energy, 
business, economics and finance, 
society and politics come together at 
an event that doubles up as the award 
ceremony for the EGEC Awards, that 
recognise outstanding professionals in 
the world of energy.

Energy Global Awards.

Hospitality Programme, providing a 
support service.

Opportunities for participants to visit 
facilities of interest.



why
visit

EGEC´23

EGEC’23 is a unique event where you can:

See the latest products, innovations, 
advances and trends in the industry at 
first hand.

Gain an overview of the sector and the 
market, including the various specialist 
areas of the industry.

Establish new business relationships 
with prospective customers, suppliers 
and partners.

Take steps towards acquiring new 
customers and entering new markets.

Acquire knowledge from the workshops, 
exhibits, round tables etc.

Save time, shorten the sales process 
and/or fine-tune your business 
strategy.

Expand your network of contacts and 
re-engage with past partners and 
collaborators.

¿

?



in tandem 
with 

ecofira

EGEC’23 will be running in tandem with 
a major complementary show that will 
enrich visitors’ experience of the event.

EGEC’23 will be taking place at the same 
time as ECOFIRA.

What is ECOFIRA? Ecofira is the 
International Fair for Environmental 
Solutions, which brings together every 
aspect of environmental management 
from collecting, transporting and treating 
waste to recovering and recycling waste 
and waste elimination systems. This is a 
fair that offers significant added value 
and has been taking place since 2011.



sponsors EGEC’23 offers a multitude of sponsorship 
opportunities that are sure to cater to the 
interests, expectations and budget of any 
organisation.

Sponsoring EGEC’23 offers great added 
value, including:

High brand visibility and exposure.

Improved brand positioning.

Direct participation in the congress.

Participation in parallel events.

Etc.

To find out the full range of sponsorship 
options, contact us.



levels
of

sponsorship

1_DIAMOND

“Energy Night” styled “Energy Night by…”

Totem at Entrance 

Logo on Programme 

Table / back wall frieze 

2_PLATINUM

Congress styled “EGEC congress by...”

Totem at Entrance 

Logo on Programme 

Table / back wall frieze

3_GOLD

Energy Forums 2023.

Totem at Entrance 

Logo on Programme 

Table / back wall frieze

+info:
agil@feriavalencia.com
+34 96 386 1105



exhibit
16m² ECO PACK:
Particle board partition wall.
Decorative element on facade, totem style, 
50x10cms and 300cm high. 
1 nameboard with company name and stand 
number in standard font. 
2 x 350w halide spotlights per 16m2. 
1 x 500w socket
Carpet
Free Wifi
2 parking space
FURNITURE
1 Table
3 chairs, upholstered in black 
1 counter 

12m² ECO PACK:
Particle board partition wall.
Decorative element on facade, totem style, 
50x10cm and 300cm high. 
1 nameboard with company name and stand 
number in standard font.
2 x 350w halide spotlights. 
1 x 500w socket
Carpet
Free Wifi 
1 parking space
FURNITURE
1 Table
3 chairs, upholstered in black 
1 counter 



exhibit
PREMIUM ECO PACK:
2 x 3m-high walls made of natural pine slats. 
1 particleboard storeroom, 2mx1.5m and 3.66m 
high fitted with lockable door.
1 curved counter built of 2m pine slats, as per 
design.
1 digitally printed image, 2mx1m, on front wall of 
storeroom.
2 images printed digitally onto pvc, 250x100cm 
and 3mm thick, positioned on wall.
2 digitally printed logos, 1x1m, positioned on upper 
part of wall.
1 corporate logo, printed digitally onto pvc, 
150x150cm and 3mm thick, positioned on front of 
counter.
Lighting consisting of 8 X 150w halide spotlights 
positioned on upper part of storeroom.
4 x 500w sockets.
White acrylic paint. 
FURNITURE
2 circular tables with melamine top, Martey 
model.
8 white pvc chairs, Linus model, plus 3 taburete 
model seats. 

32m² ECO PACK:
Particle board partition wall
Decorative element on facade, totem style, 
50x10cm and 300 cm high. 
2 name board with company name and stand 
number in standard font.
2 x 350w halide spotlights per 16m2 (2 spotlights)/
350w for every 16m2 (2 spotlights)
1 x 500w socket.
Carpet
Free Wifi 
1 parking space
FURNITURE
1 Table
3 chairs, upholstered in black.
1 Counter. 



To find out more:

energyglobalexpo.com

agil@feriavalencia.com

+34 96 386 11 05

Event promoted by:

i
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